Featured Articles

Written by your fellow ECE peers.

Graduate School

- Is Grad School for Me? If so, how do I get there? Almost every ECE student wonders if grad school is the next logical step after undergrad...
- How Do I Sell Myself to Grad Schools?

Getting a Job

- The Job Hunt: Techniques That Work Trying to find a job, internship or co-op? ECE students share some advice...
- An Internship Experience in the Financial Sector Learn from Andy Kong (EE ’11) about his entry into the financial sector...

Miscellany

- EE? CompE? I Haven't Even Taken ECE 500 Yet! Andrew Muehlfeld (EE ’09) helps you decide whether you hate segmentation faults more than Fourier transforms.
- Things I wish I Knew as a Freshman Nick Donaldson (EE ’09) shares how he survived ECE at Illinois.
- iFoundry Developments and How They Affect You Aman Kapur, sophomore in computer engineering, recollects his stake in the history of iFoundry and shares its future directions.
- What's the Difference Between Electrical and Computer Engineering? This article helps to flesh out what Electrical and Computer engineering are, how they differ, and where the two come together as well.